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GERMAN PHONETICS
as illustrated in German and English texts
X« Introduction
A. Foreword
This disquisition makes no claims to originality other than
those which any piece of individual work, on ground which has already
been well-covered, can make. Jespersen of Denmark and Vietor of Ger-
many, to mention only two of a considerable number of eminent phoneti-
cians and phonologists, have covered the ground of German phonetics
with remarkable scientific thoroughness. In fact, I could not propose
to do as scientific a piece of work as have they, with the equipment,
the experience, and the time which I have at my disposal. Nevertheless,
this work will be original in that it will be a re-expression or re-
arrangement of what has been expressed or arranged before, original to
the extent that the re-arrangement partakes, for better or for worse,
of the character of the re-arranger. Highly scientific this study can-
not be. Its purpose is rather to gather from these various sources
that information which will be of greatest value to myself. I shall
seek to present this material in the way in which it would be most use-
ful to one who is studying the subject of German phonetics. The study
will begin with a brief consideration of the history of the German
language
.
B. 3rief history of the German language
1. General statement
The German language belongs to the Germanic or Teutonic group
of Indo-European languages. Most German scholars prefer to classify
these languages as Indo-Germanic, but to this classification there are
some objections into which we will not enter here. Very closely relat-
•
2ed to German are the English, Dutch and Scandinavian languages, which
also belong to the Germanic group. Scandinavian is North Germanic,
while English and Dutch are North-West Germanic, belonging to the Low
German group of West Germanic languages. Modern High German is South-
west Germanic in origin.
2. High German
German might well be called a synthetic language. While the
word-forms are High German, whence the language gets its name, the
speech-sounds are principally Low German 1 . (The terms High and Low, by
the way, are neither coramendat ory nor disparaging, but denote what is
purely a matter of accidence, i.e., whether the language originated in
the south of Germany, in the highlands, or in the north of Germany, in
the lowland 8. ) High and Low German are differentiated from one another
by the fact that High German has undergone the second consonant shift,
while Low German, like Dutch and English, has undergone only one conso-
nant shift. Since High German had, by 1700, become established as the
language of religion, education, business and refinement 2 , even in the
north of Germany, modern German is High German. Low German is still
spoken, however, north of a line which begins south of Aachen, goes
northeast, crossing the Rhine at Dflsseldorf, goes slightly southeast to
Siegen, northeast to Kassel and the mouth of the Saale, and then in an
irregular line to Frank fort -on-the-Oder and Birnbaum on the Warthe 3 .
Berlin, while in Low German territory, may be considered a High German
city because of its cosmopolitan character.
3. Periods of High German
a. Old High German (750 - 1100)
The German language may be roughly divided, in view of its
1
Viet or, Wilhelm: German Pronunciation , p. 5
z Same, p. 2
3
Prokosch, Eduard: Sounds and History of the German Language , p. 81

development, into three periods. Of these, the Old High German period
extends from about 750 A.D. to 1100. This period was not essentially a
literary one, and we possess principally fragments from it, the oldest
being from the Hi Idebrand s 1 ied
.
b. Middle High German (1100 - 1500)
With 1100 we have the beginning of the Middle High German pe-
riod, which was much more fruitful from a literary standpoint. Among
the various literary works of this period were the Nibelungenlied , the
Parzival of Wolfram von Sschenbach, and the Minneson^s of Walter von
der Vogelweide.
c. New High German (1500 - to the present)
Built on the foundations laid by Martin Luther at the time of
the Reformation, in his epochal translation into German of the Holy Bi -
ble , the German language has come down to the present day. Luther was
confronted with the problem of putting the Bible into a language which
all Germans could read. There were many dialects in German/ then (as
there are now), and there was no standard German. However, High German
was even then gaining ground over Low German, and most Low Germans
could understand it. Luther hit upon the happy expedient of translating
into the German which was widely and quite uniformly used in the Chan-
cery-courts of the various German princes. This Chancery- court lan-
guage, which was High German comparatively free from dialectical peculi-
arities, became the basis for modern High German.
4. Modern German
German is not spoken uniformly all over Germany. Each sec-
tion of Germany has its own peculiarities of speech. Indeed, Viet or
says
1
: "It requires but little practice to distinguish, not only a North
German from a South German, but a Hanoverian from a Westphalian, or a
A
Viet or, Wilhelm: German Pronunciation ; p.
3
•
4Bavarian from a Suabian, by hearing them read a single sentence from a
book or newspaper •" Each city has its own dialect, that of Vienna dif-
fering from that of 3erlin, and that of Munich from that of Hanover,
^ich of these dialects is to be taken as a model? Certainly one could
hardly be called superior to another, What, then, is the standard which
the student of German can follow! The answer is, the spoken German of
the stage.
5. "Standard" German
The language of the German stage has become the most uniform
of all the forms of spoken German, rhis is due partly to the need of a
common language among the actors on the stage. Dialects do not mix well
in a play. It is also due in part to the need of a language which the
audiences of diverse parts of Germany can understand. Be the causes
what the/ may, stage German is fairly standard German. It is, moreover,
the accepted official language of Germany, and the language of the
schools* With one or two possible exceptions, it is with the standard
German that I shall chiefly concern myself, noting deviations as I come
to them. Vietor 1 defines "standard 'common German speech*" as "'High
German word-forms pronounced with Low German speech-sounds'", and saysS
"As a rule, I would call him the best speaker who most effectually baf-
fles all efforts to discover from what town or district he comes."
C. German phonetics
1. Definition of phonetics
Phonetics is the science of articulate sound. It concerns it-
self with the way in which speech-sounds are produced and varied. It
does not, in itself, set standards of pronunciation; that is the task of
orthoepy. In so far, however, as phonetics records usage, it tends to
show the standards of speech which are actually accepted. I shall to a
^Vietor, ^Jilhelm: Gernan Pronunciation
, p. 5
2
Same, p. 6

certain extent include orthoepy in my study of phonetics.
2. Value of phonetics
a* To the native-born student of a language
Phonetics may be valuable, even to the native-born student of
a language, by giving him a knowledge of the nature of the sounds of his
language which will be of assistance to him in learning a language not
his own. Jespersen
1
recommends the use of phonetics in correcting er-
rors of speech, and cites the case of an individual who incorrectly pro-
nounced jj , and whose physician considered an operation the only way to
remedy the defect. Jespersen took the individual in hand and, by
pointing out the manner of formation of 8j was able to correct the de-
fect.
b. To the foreign student of a language
To the foreign student of a language, phonetics may be even
more valuable. It enables him to compare the sounds of the new lan-
guage with those of his mother-tongue, to detect likenesses and dif-
ferences, and thus to more accurately approach the new language. While
German is much more phonetic than many languages, it nevertheless has
enough of the unphonetic about it to make a knowledge of phonetics very
valuable.
c. In comparative language-study
Here, indeed, is a knowledge of phonetics invaluable. The
labors of the comparative philologist will be infinitely lightened if
he can compare language with language by means of symbols common to both.
3. Brief mention of phoneticians
I pause here to make brief mention of some of the men who have
distinguished themselves in the field of phonetics. My list does not
^Jespersen, Otto: Lehrbuch der Phonetik (Autorisierte Cbersetzung von
Hermann Davidsen)
, pp. 3, 4
•
pretend to be all-inclusive; I can mention merely a few of the many.
I shall first mention JES^ERSEN, who has been one of the chief
investigators in the field of phonetics. A Dane by birth, he has given
himself to comparative language study, with very fruitful results. His
analphabetic system, while probably not the best for practical phonetics,
is an indication of very careful scientific study.
BELL, the inventor of Visible Speech , is likewise worthy of
mention. While his system of phonetics is certainly one of the more
scientific in character, it has the disadvantage of being so unlike the
ordinary alphabets of most languages as to render the learning of an en-
tirely new alphabet necessary. SWEET, one of Bell's pupils, is himself
a phonetician of some note. ELLIS is another English phonetician.
PASSY is probably the best known French phonetician. As ed-
itor of le I&ltre phonetique
,
organ of the International Phonetic Asso-
ciation, his influence has been widespread.
VIETOR is among the best known of German students of phonetics.
Kis work aims to be practical as well as theoretical. BREMER and SIEVERS
also interest themselves in phonetics.
4. Phonetic alphabet used
I have chosen the alphabet of the International Fhonetic As-
sociation as my vehicle of expression. There are several reasons for
this choice. The International Phonetic Alphabet is probably the most
universal of all phonetic alphabets. It has the merit of being suffi-
ciently like our ordinary Roman alphabet to afford little difficulty to
the learner, whereas Bell's system requires the learning of an entire
new alphabet, and Jespersen's analphabetic system demands the learning
of a whole group of symbols for ee.ch sound. Scientifically, no doubt,
Bell's system is superior, as w« have mentioned above, but for practi-
cal purposes the International Phonetic Alphabet seems to be the best.
<<
Some of the defects of the analphabetic system are pointed out by Sweet .
Of the two transcriptions of the phonetic alphabet, the
"broad" and the "narrow", I shall follow the latter rather than the for-
mer, from the feeling that the latter is rather more accurate in its
sound-representations. Egan, in his remarkably fine German Phonetic
Reader
, uses the broad transcription, but Vietor, in his Kleines Lese-
buch in Lautschrift , uses the narrow transcription. In the introduc-
tion to this excellent little book he says £ : "A simplification of vow-
el-transcription was suggested from different directions. Since, how-
ever, this time as well as formerly in connection with the larger Lese-
bu ch , the proposals (for simplification) were flatly contradictory,
(since) the one in the case of [i:] - [xx:] - \y] 9 etc., was to
have denoted quality, not quantity, the other quantity, not quality, I
have deemed it best to make no change in this respect."
The chief point in favor of the broad transcription, indeed,
would seem to be that it requires fewer vowel symbols. However, as Vie-
tor points out in the preceding citation, there is more than a difference
of quantity between [i:] and jju :] and (y], and the narrow tran-
scription seems to more accurately represent this difference of quality
than does the broad. As each of the vowel symbols is considered, in the
analysis of the various sounds, the differences between the two systems
will be further pointed out.
1Sweet, Henry: The jpractical study of languages , pp. 22 - 24
^Vietor, T/ilhelm: Kleines Lesebuch in
.
Laut schrift
, p. (iii) (Translation)

II. Phonetics proper
A. The organs of speech
The principal organs which produce speech are: the lungs; the
throat, with the windpipe, the larynx and the pharynx; the mouth, with
the soft and hard palates, the gums, the tongue, the teeth and the lips;
and the nose cavity .
1* The lungs
It is by the lungs that the breath for speaking is furnished.
Ordinarily this is, of course, by exhalation, though Prokosch points out'
that occasionally sounds may be formed by inhalation, as in the case of
a resigned "Jal" No sounds are formed in the lungs, which affect speech
only by regulating the quantity of air which causes it. Kence, when we
are exhausted from strenuous effort, we find it difficult to talk, or,
at best, our speech is uneven and choppv. No further mention need be
made of the lungs.
2. The throat
The next organ of speech to be considered is the throat, or
that part of it which is concerned in speech. At the upper part of the
windpipe (through which breath passes from the nose to the lungs, and
from the lungs to the nose and mouth) is the larynx or voice-box. This
consists of (l) the ring cartilage, (2) the shield cartilage (Adam's
apple), and (3) the two adjusting cartilages. Stretching between the
shield cartilage at the front and the two adjusting cartilages at the
rear are two muscle cushions, the vocal chordB. These resemble lips
rather than chords. Indeed, by some German phoneticians they are called
voice-lips rather than voice-chords2. When these muscles are together,
no air can pass from the lungs. ^Then they touch, but are not tightly
i
Prokosch, Eduard: Sounds and History of the German Language , p. 4
*Same, p. 5
<
stretched, air passing between them causes them to vibrate, forming what
we call voiced sounds. When they are open slightly, the air can pass
through with but little friction, and we then have voiceless sounds.
In ordinary breathing these chords are open wider still, and in running
they open as widely as possible.
Above the shield cartilage is the epiglottis, which is raised
in breathing and speaking but which is lowered when food is taken, to
open the passage into the oesophagus and to protect the larynx.
Above the larynx is the pharynx, a hollow space through which
the breath passes to reach the mouth or nose.
3. The mouth and the nasal cavity
Whether the breath goes to the mouth or to the nose is deter-
mined by the position of the soft palate, which, with the uvula, lowers
to close the mouth-passage and open the nose-passage, and raises to
close the nose-passage and open the mouth-nanpa^e. When the breath
passes through the mouth, oral sounds are formed; when it passes through
the nose, nasal sounds are formed; and when it passes through both mouth
and nose we have nasalized sounds.
Beyond the soft palate lies the hard palate, and beyond that the
upper gums and the upper teeth. It is interesting to note that the low-
er teeth play no part at all in forming sounds (except possibly in the
formation of the palato-alveolar sounds [\] and [3] , in which the breath
seems to pass between the upper and lower teeth. I can discover no
other sounds which they help to produce.) The lips and the tongue are
the two final agents which help us to make ourselves understood. The
tongue is one of the most active organs of speech, its activity extend-
ing through the whole range of sound- format ion. The mouth is the most
active organ of speech in forming speech-sounds, most sounds being pro-
duced or modified there.

3. Analysis
!• Definitions
A few definitions will now be in order*
A vowel is a sound produced without any obstruction in the
mouth; a consonant is an obstructed or modified sound.
I shall classify vowels as back, mixed, front; high, mid, low
narrow, wide; and unrounded, rounded, as they are formed, respectively,
toward the back, middle or front of the mouth; near the palate or near
the flat tongue; with the mouth-opening narrow (as is usual with long
vowels) or wide (as is usual with short vowels); and with the lips un-
rounded or rounded. In this, I follow Bell's system, using his nomen-
clature but not his classification.
A voiceless sound is one in which the vocal chords do not vi-
brate; a voiced sound is one in which they do vibrate.
A stop is a consonant in the formation of which the breath is
entirely stopped; a fricative is a consonant in the formation of which
the breath is only partially stopped. A nasal is a consonant in which
the lowering of the soft palate causes the air to pass through the na-
sal cavity. A lateral consonant is one formed by allowing the breath
to escape on either side of the tongue while the tip of the latter is
pressed against the upper teeth. A rolled or trilled consonant is
formed by allowing the tongue to vibrate against the upper teeth.
Consonants are formed at the glottis (glottal), at the uvula
(uvular), at the palate (palatal), palate and gums (palato-alveolar)
,
at the gums (alveolar), gums and teeth (alveolar and dental), at the
teeth and lips (labio-dental) and at the lips (bilabial). The tongue
is very active in consonant -formation*
The following tables classify both consonants and vowels as
above
:
•
GERMAN CONSONANTS
Velar Palatal
ALVEOLAR
Glottal hiatal Dental
Labio-
dental
Bi-
labial
Voice-
less
Voiced
? t
d
P
b
STOPS
Voice-
less
Voiced n m
NASALS
Voice-
less
Voiced 1
T AT-i-tAi.
8RAL
Voice-
less
Voiced r
ROLLED
Voice-
less
Voiced
h
(«)
?
j
J
<3>
8
I
f
V
FRICA-
TIVES
Adapter! from Hempl's 'Table of Consonants", nage 106, German
Ortho;yaphv and Phonology ; and the table of consonants of the Liter-
national Phonetic Association as found supplementary to the issue of
October - December, 1928, of le Ifeitre phone't ique.
GERMAN VOWELS
High Back High Mixed High Front
Narrow Wide Narrow '.Vide Narrow
i
Wide
1
Rou
u
ad
ir
Rc und Rou
y
nd
Y
Mid Back Mid Mixed Mid Front
Narrow Wide Narrow Wide
a
Narrow
e
Wide
I
Rou nd Roi nd Roi nd
09
Low Back Low Mixed Low Front
Narrow Wide Narrow Wide
a
Narrow Wide
Roi nd Roi nd Roi ind
Adapted from Bell's vowel-classification. The symbols used are
those of the International Phonetic Association, narrow transcription.
\
2. The consonants
I shall take up the consonants in the following order :-
(a) the stops: glottal velar [k], [g] ; alveolar and dental [tj ,
[dj ; bilabial [pj , [bj. (b) the nasals: velar [yj] ; alveolar and den-
tal [n] ; bilabial [m]. (c) the lateral consonant [lj . (d) the rolled
consonant s alveolar and dental [rj (uvular [r].) (e) the fricatives:
glottal [h] ; velar [xj, [_g-"]; palatal [5] , [j] ; palato-alveolar [£J, [3];
alveolar and dental [s], [z]; labio-dental [f], [v]
.
a. The stops
i. The glottal stop
L ?J voiceless. This sound is not represented in ordinary
German spelling, but it is heard before initial vowels, and before vow-
els beginning the second member of a compound word which is still felt
to be such. (But in compounds with dar-, her-, hin-, vor-, war-, wor-,
wieder-, such as darum, herein, hinaus, voran, warum, worauf, wiederum,
which have lost their special identity as compounds, the glottal stop
is not usually heard.) In South Germany the glottal stop is frequent lv
omitted. Jespersen 5 , Miss Soames ¥ , Hempl
r
, and Vietor fc in his older
works use ['J to represent the glottal stop. I am personally of the
opinion that this makes a neater-looking transcription; but I suppose
that it does not represent the genuine consonantal quality of the sound
as does [?]• The glottal stop is produced by closing the vocal chords
and opening them explosively. Examples: Uhr [,? u:r3» und l/untj, Ohm
I am, for convenience, using [gl to represent [cjj of the I. P. A. al-
phabet, and C.&3 to represent
*I am indebted to Prof. Geddes of Boston University for the idea of be-
ginning consonant and vowel analysis with back sounds.
3
Jespersen: LehrbucK der Phonetik ^Soames: Introd. to Phonetics
rHempl: Ger. Orthog. and Phonologfr Viet or: Ger. Pronunciation

t
,?o:m], oft [,? oft], Asche [,? a:J&], Arbeit [,? arbait], erst [,? e:rst],
ahren [,? E:rsn], es[? es] s Ode [,?#tde], Sfter [^oeftarj, ihr [?i:r],
im[? im], fiber [ ,? y:bar] , uppig [,?YP1§], Eiche [''at^a], auch [? aux],
euch L?0 ^5]» uberall [? y :b3r ,?alj , Ureltem [ ,? u:r ?€lt9rn] , abirren
? ap ?iran], beobachten [ba ,? o :baxten] , Gottes-Urteil [*got3s?urtaxl].
ii. The velar stops
[kj voiceless. This sound is about like the English sound
of k in key or £ in call, and is produced near the dividing line between
the soft and hard palates. There are two k sounds, one heard before back
vowels, the other before front vowels and consonants, but since the dis-
tinction is automatically made one symbol will suffice for both. £kj
may occur initial, medial, or final*". It is found in the combinations
k_, ck, ch, £_(u), £, cj5, ccl(u), £, £g . Examples: k - Kinn [kin], len-
ken pUnksnj, Rank [rank] ; ck - Glucke ['glvka], GlGck [glrkj; ch (only
in the stem chs and in some German and foreign names, and foreign words) -
c
Fuchs QfuksJ, Charakter [ka : 'rakterj , melancholis^ [malan'ko :lx^]j ^(u) -
Quelle [*kvela]; £ (only in foreign words, frequently written k) - Cour
[ku:rj, Cicade [tsx'ka:ds], Cognac ['ko:njakJ; c_c, cc^u) (likewise only
in foreign words) - Accord (^a'kordj, Acquisition ^akvizr'tsjotnj;
£ - flugs ffluksj ; - Brigg [brikj. £ when final = (YJ, according to
standard pronunciation, except in the case of the ending -i%, where =
1 Consonant 8 are (l) initial, if they are first in a word, even if pre-
ceded by another stem or by a prefix ( Stein, Gestein) ; (2) medial, if
followed by a suffix or inflectional ending beginning with a vowel (gu-
tig, Buches ); (3) final, if at the end of a word or syllable (Berg,
},&dchen, lobte). Hempl: Ger. Orthography and Phonology , p. 30, fn.
a
In giving consonant combinations, I have followed Vietor throughout,
though ordinarily giving different examples. His Element e der Phonetik
is the most complete work in this respect to which I have had access.
o
[cj. But the majority of Germans pronounce final £ = [y] or [xj, and
this is so preponderously the usage that we shall follow this latter
pronunciation, in this respect varying from standard German.
[ gJ voiced. This sound is similar to the sound of English
£ in ^o, £et. £, like k t is pronounced differently before back vowels
and before front vowels and consonants, but here again a single symbol is
sufficient to represent the sounds, as the distinction is automatically
made. (_gj may occur initial or medial, but not final. It will be well
to note here that a final voiced consonant in German is always pronounced
voiceless. Final £ = [k], [cj, or j^xj. [g] is represented by the spell-
ings £, ££, £u, gh. Examples: £ - gehen [*ge:8n] , Auge [* ?avge); g£-
Flagge [_* flagej; gu , gh (only in foreign words) - Guitarre (gii'taraj,
Droguist ['dro:gistJ, Ghetto [*g6to:J. For medial [g\ are ofteffi substi-
tuted the palatal voiced fricative fjj or the velar voiced fricative
This is exactly parallel to the substitution of f$] and [x] for £k] re-
presenting a final gj yet while I favor the latter, I am inclined to re-
ject the former.
iii. The dental stops
[tj voiceless. Not precisely like an English t_. German [tj
is produced by placing the tip of the tongue on the back of the upper
teeth, whereas English QtJ is formed by placing the tip of the tongue on
the upper gums, j^tj may be initial, medial, or final. It is represented
in spelling by t^, tt , th , d, dt . Examples: ^ - tief [ti:f], htlten
^•hy:tenj, Staat [^ta:tj; tt - Ilutte phYts], 6att [zatj ; th - Bertha
[*be:rta:J, Thema [_*te:ma:J (words that used to be spelled th are now for
the most part spelled t
>
.
th_ is still found in German names and in for-
eign nan»s and words); d - Hand ^hant] , und L?vntJ (always when final);
dt (rare) - Stadt CjtatJ.
£dj voiced. Like £tj , produced with the tip of the tongue
c
on the upper teeth. £d] may be initial or medial, but never occurs fi-
nal* final d_ being pronounced [t]. [d] is represented in spelling only
by the letter o% Examples: Damm £damj, andern £,?£nd»rn], Adler [••'adlarj.
iv. The bilabial stops
QpJ voiceless. This sound is very similar to the English £
in jaat. It may be initial, medial, or final. It occurs as jd, pj> and b_.
Examples: p_ " "&ar Cpa:rJ, Oper [
,?o:psr] > Kap [ka:p]; j>£ - Rappe [*rapa]»
schnapp L^ naP3» ]> (always when final) - Urlaub [_,? u :rlavp] , ab [/ap].
[p] is always distinctly sounded in the combination jaf - Pferd [pfe:rtj,
Pfeife tpfarfa].
[b] voiced, rhis sound, again, is very similar to the En-
glish sound. It may be initial or medial, but is never final, final b
being pronounced [p]. QbJ occurs in the combinations b and bb.
Examples: b - beide [•baids], aber [,?a:b6rj ; bb - Ebbe £
,? Ebd}. In
many dialects b medial is pronounced QifJ , but this is contrary to the
best usage.
b. The nasals
i. The velar nasal
[lj} voiced, rhis sound is like the ng in English singer, and
should never be pronounced like the ng in English finger (i.e., except
in foreign words - Ungarn [*?uggarn]). The pronunciation of final ng as
[gkj is not sanctioned by the best usage, though this pronunciation is
quite common in parts of Germany, [n] is never initial; it may be
either medial or final, and always occurs after short vowels. It is re-
presented in spelling by ng; n before le, ok, and c_ « [kj
, g = [gj; g before
n in some foreign words; and by many Germans is used, but improperly, in
place of the French nasal sounds. Examples: ng - anfangen f* ''anfagsrf),
fing an [fig ,?an]; n(k), n(ck) - denken ['dcnkanj, Bank [bagkj , Schenck
[^Enkj; g(n) - Agnes
L.'
?
aijnesJ. As with [kj and [gj the position of [[g^
o
varies when spoken before front vowels and consonants and before back
vowels, but as with them this difference is automatically taken care of.
ii. The dental nasal
[n] voiced. It is similar to the English n in noun, but
must not be prolonged after a short vowel, [n] may be initial, medial,
or final. It occurs only in the combinations n, nn. Examples: n - nun
[mm] , enorm [?e:'norra], man [man]; nn - nennen ['nenan] , Mann [man].
iii. The bilabial nasal
[m] voiced. Lake [g] and [nj , it differs from the English
nasals in that it must be short after a short vowel, [mj may be initial,
medial, or final. It occurs only as m or mm. Examples: m - mir [mi:rj,
Roman [ro:'ma:n], Arm [ ? arm]j mm - Amme [,? ams], Damm ^damj.
c The lateral consonant
[lj voiced. Like German [t], [dj, [n], [rj, it is formed
at the front alveoli, the tongue being flat or slightly convex, but not
concave as in English, [lj is represented by 1, 11. It may occur ini-
tial, medial, or final. Examples : 1 - Lampe [* lamp a] , HBhle (jh#:ls],
Feld [fat]; 11 - wollen [•volsn] , will [vrl]
.
d. The trilled or rolled consonant
[rj voiced. The trilled lingual r is the best German r,
the uvular r_ not being approved by the stage. In producing rolled r
the tongue is trilled against the gums just back of the front teeth,
[rj may be initial, medial, or final. It occurs in the combinations
r, rr, rh, rrh. Examples: r - Rat [ra:t], werde ['verds], der [de:rj;
rr - Herren ['htrenj , Narr [nar^; rh - Rhein [rainj; rrh - Katarrh
[ka: *tarj.
i. Uvular r
[rJ (uvular r) deserves mention here, as we shall not treat
of it further. It is altogether unnecessary and undesirable for the
student of German to bother with learning the uvular r. Trilled lin-
c•
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gual r [rj is the standard r of German. Uvular r came into German as a
result of imitation of the French. Vietor 1 deplores its use, consider-
ing it less pleasing than the lingual r, though admitting that it was
gaining ground over the lingual r. (Victor's German Pronunciat iori was
published in 1885.) In his Element e der .Fho.net,ik ^ (published in 1894)
Vietor says: "Everywhere uvular r is so much used (finds such dissemina-
tion) - even on the stage, though not in artistic singing - that one can
almost already declare the lingual r provincial, as does (with) Curme
in the -lodern Language Notes, VI 1891, p. 5. Yet in spite of everything
I should not care to recommend the uvular r, for adoption, to foreigners
who are accustomed to lingual r." Prokosch 3 quotes from Trautmann,
Kleine Lautlehre
,
page 97 ff., who shows that uvular r came into German
from the French and is not a native sound, and who concludes his disser-
tation by saying, "From the foregoing it is proved that only lingual r
can be suitable to good German pronunciation." Leaving the question of
patriotism aside - sometimes it is the part of wisdom to use our enemy's
tools, if they are better than our own - it does seem a waste of time to
teach the more difficult uvular r, which by some can never be acquired,
when we have at hand the simpler lingual r, which is not unlike the
rolled r of some sections of the United States. T would venture to say
that an American who is in the habit of pronouncing his r * s (not vocaliz-
ing them, as New Englanders do), will have very little difficulty in ac-
quiring the German lingual r.
ii. Vocal r
We have mentioned vocalizing English r. Some German speakers
do the same, substituting vocal r for a final trilled r. This vocaliza-
xViet or, Wilhelm: German Pr onunciation) p. 43
^Vietor, Wilhelm: Element e der Phonetik, p. 165, note 2
3 Prokosch, Eduard: Sounds and History of the German Language , pp. 31-33
c
tion ranges from[a."]to [a~\
, so that Bruder would be pronounced [•bruzda/]
or ['bru:d©], Vater, £ fait a] or [' fa:t3], etc. This substitution is
not made in careful speech, but only in very informal conversational
style. It is certainly to be avoided by the student of German,
e. The fricatives
i. The glottal fricative
[hj voiceless. This sound is very similar to the English
sound of h in hat, though slightly more aspirated, h is pronounced in
German except (1) when it is merely a sign of length following a vowel
in the same syllable - sehen zeien); (2) in the combinations th • [t],
jgh = QfJ, rh - [rj, gh - [g], sch = [j], ch = [cj or (xj, etc. [hj may
be initial or medial, but never occurs final. It is represented in spell-
ing only by the letter h. Examples: Hut [hu:tj , Uhu [*uihu:J.
ii. The velar fricatives
[xj voiceless. This sound has no English equivalent. It is
formed by the passing of the breath between the back of the tongue and
the middle of the soft palate, [xj never occurs initially. It may be
medial or final, and occurs only after the back vowels a, 0, u £a, 0,0 ,
u, vj. In ordinary spelling it is represented by ch, cch , £. Examples:
ch (after back vowels) - Sache zaixaj, doch [doxj ; cch - Bacchus
[/ba:xu:s]; £ (when final after back vowels) - lag [la:x], Flug [fluixj.
I shall prefer [x] to [kj for final g after back vowels, for while the
stage pronunciation recommends [k], usage would seem to be much in favor
of [x]. I shall discuss this matter more carefully farther on.
f-S-1 voiced. This sound may be medial only. It is the voiced
sound of [x], and is heard for medial g after back vowels. Examples:
Tage L'ta-^gXh tragen C'trar^snJ. According to Miss Soames
1
,
[g~] may
always be substituted for £gJ. [g^J is given as the correct medial pro-
^Soames, Laura: Introduction to Phonetics , p. 156

nunciation of £ by Bacon . Vietor in his earlier works ( German Pronun-
ciation , Elemente der Fhonetih ) did not recognize [gj for medial g, but
in his Kleines Lesebuch in Lautachrift he gives £ medial as [gj, with
and [jj as variants, [g] would seem to be the standard pronuncia-
tion, and it is the one which I am inclined to favor.
iii. The palatal fricatives
[f] voiceless. This sound is formed by the passing of the
breath between the front of the tongue and the middle of the hard palate.
It is heard after the front vowels e, i, &, 8, it [e, E » i»i> €» Pi as,
y, y), and after consonants. It may be initial (in some foreign words),
medial, or final. It occurs as ch (after front vowels and consonants,
whereas ch after back vowels is [x]), and as £ (final after front vowels
and consonants). Examples: ch - Cheops [' geraps , Streiche ['jtraicsji
dich [die]; £ - legt [le:ct3t Konig [_'k0:nr§]. I shall prefer [cj to
[kj in the pronunciation of final £ after front vowels and consonants,
as usage favors this pronunciation rather than the standard.
[jj voiced. This sound is about like the English £ in y_es.
It may be initial or medial, but is never heard final. Its use medial-
ly is restricted largely to pronouncing medial £ after front vowels
and consonants, for which [g] is a varisjit . In this use it corresponds
to CgJJ after back vowels, [jj is represented by j_, £, i, y_, (g)n.
Examples: j_ - ja [ja:] , jauchzen pjauxtssnj; £ - legen Q'le:jsn];
unaccented i, y., (g)A = [nj] (in foreign words) - Familie {fa:'mi:lj©J
,
Yankee tjanki:J, Kognak [, ko:njakJ.
iv. The palato-alveolar fricatives
[p voiceless. It is produced by the passing of a broad
breath-stream between the teeth and lips, the latter being somewhat
^Bacon, Paul V.: A New German Grammar , p. xvi
aVietor, Wilhelm: Kleines Lesebuch in Lautschrift, p. 6, note, and thruout
.
t
protruded. It is somewhat different from the English sound, in which
there is no lip-protrusion, [p may be initial, medial, or final. It
occurs as sch, s. initial before £ or t, ch, sh. Examples: sch - schnell
[^nel}, Asche [' ? a^e], Pisch (tlj]; b- sprechen Q'^prec^nJ, stehen
[_'j"te:an]; ch (in French words) - Chef [jfcfj» Attache [ ?ata'^e:Jj sh
(in English words) - Shawl [^a:lj.
[<$] voiced. This sound (voiced Q^J as in English measure)
is not native to German, being heard only in foreign words. It occurs
in the spellings |_» £» Eg.* Examples: j_ - Journal [^ur'na:lj; g -
Gendarm ['^andarmj, Bagage [ba:'ga: ^a]; £e - Sergeant [zer'^ant].
v. The dental fricatives
£sj voiceless, [sj is more distinctly hissed than the En-
glish 8. It occurs in the spellings s» ss, sjz, and in foreign words in
£, z. It may be initial, medial, or final. Examples: s - Sklave
8kla:fe3» fasten QfastsnJ, Haus [hauV] ; s_s - Rasse [_*rase]; sz -
Fusze [|fy:se], Flusz [f lvs] ; c. - Chance ['Jans a] ; g - Fa$on [fa'soj;
z - Cadiz {jca:*di:sj.
£zj voiced. This sound is not employed in some parts of
Germany. It occurs in the spellings s_ before vowels and liquids and
z in some foreign words. It may be initial or medial, but not final.
Examples: a - See [ze:J, lesen Q'letzen]; z - Gaze ^'ga:za].
vi. The labio-dental fricatives
[f J voiceless. It is similar to the English £. It may be
initial, medial, or final, and occurs in the spellings f_ 9 ff_, v, pli.
Examples: f - fremd [freratj , Elefant [,? e :le tfant] , auf [_? auf] ; ff_ -
Affen L'^afen], Schiff [jrf]; v - Vater ['fa:t3rj, Sklave ['skla:fe],
brav [bra:fj; .ph, - Philosoph [fi:lo :* zof) .
QvJ voiced. This sound resembles the English v but is less
distinctly buzzed. It is represented by w, v, and u. It may occur

initial or medial, but not final. Examples: w - Wasser [Was-sr} > Lowe
L'l^sv^J; foreign words) - Vase Qva:zs]» Novelle [no:*v£l©J;
u - Quelle jjkvele], Biscuit [_*brskvrtj
,
Linguist £• Ltijgvrst] • By many
Germans w in the combinations schw and zw and ii in the combination <ju
are pronounced as a lip continuant, represented phonetically thus: |VJ»
It is produced by bringing the lips together without rounding and with-
out raising the back of the tongue. Since [v^ is the standard pronun-
ciation, no further mention need be made of (VJ #
f. General remarks on consonants.
The twenty-three consonant symbols which have been considered
will be found adequate to express German consonantal sounds, thooo
Of these symbols, L?3 is never represented in spelling, and is found
only in foreign words. Moreover, [x], [.gj, are sounds which
have no parallel in English. I have mentioned uvular r and vocalized jr,
and the desirability of avoiding them. I have also mentioned
which is not standard, though used in various parts of Germany. Before
passing on to the vowels, I wish to consider again briefly standard and
usage in the pronunciation of £ medial and final. As has been stated
previously, standard pronunciation for £ medial and final is fgj and [k],
respectively (except in the ending -ig, where even standard allows [cj)»
Usage varies from this by pronouncing £ medial as [g.] after back vowels
and as [jj after front vowels and consonant S| and £ final as fxj after
back vowels and [cj after front vowels and consonants. Here is what
Vietor 1 has to say on the subject: "Whether the fricatives [jg] and [xj
(and, a matter that is comparable, [j] and [cj after sounds other than
Sl* £> It) are *° 06 allowed instead of [g] and [kj for medial and final
jy, respectively, is the well-known matter of dispute which, among others,
has been discussed in detail in my Zeitschrift fur Orthographic . In my
^-Vietor, Wilhelm: Element e der Phonetik . pp. 167, 168, note 2 (translation)
fi
medial
fricative
final '
opinion, the answer must be in the affirmative, so that the model pro-
nunciation of £ is the following:
initial, everywhere: [g] (voiced stop)
after a, jo, u: [^(voiced gutteral)
^after other sounds: [jj (voiced palatal)
after a, o_, u: [x] (voiceless gutteral)
after other sounds: [cj (voiceless palatal)
Ke says further : "The overwhelming majority is, then, without doubt, in
favor of the fricative pronunciation of the medial and final In his
Kleines Lesebuch in Laut schrift , Vietor conforms to the standard, but he
gives the variants as listed above, and he remarks 2 : "The sound CgJ (oc-
curs) only as substitute for medial [g]» Medial [jj also appears pre-
ponderatingly as substitute for medial fgj«" Miss Soames
3
, whom I have
previously mentioned, considers [g] a satisfactory pronunciation for
medial £. I myself incline toward that, though for final £ I much
prefer the fricatives [xj and [g] to the stop [k]f and this is the way
I shall write final £ in the transcription following the section on syn-
thesis.
3. The vowels
The next matter for consideration is the German vowels, which
I shall discuss in the following order: the back vowels - high back round?
mid back round; the mixed vowels - mid mixed wide, low mixed wide; the
front vowels - high front, high front round, mid front, mid front round;
diphthongs; nasal vowels. German vowels must be kept pure in pronuncia-
tion; they must not be diphthongized as is so often done to the English
vowels. German long vowels are formed with narrow opening; short vowels,
1 Vietor, Wilhelm: Element e der Phonetik , p. 170, note 5 (translation)
*Vietor, Wilhelm: Kleine3 Lesebuch in Lautschrift , p. 6, note (translation)
3
Soaraes, Laura: Introduction to Phonetics, p. 156

with wide opening of the mouth. With the exceptions of [a], the quality
of which is practically the same whether long or short , and of [ej,
which may likewise be either long or short, the long and short vowels ar»
each designated by a distinct symbol. This is the chief point of supe-
riority of the "narrow" system of transcription over the "broad". The
"broad" system, in using (in some instances) the same symbols for long
and short vowels, and indicating length by [:], fails to take into ac-
count the change in quality which takes place with the shortening of the
vowel.
In my classification of the vowels, I have followed Bell's
nomenclature, though departing somewhat from his classification. Pro-
kosch' classification is the one which I have most closely followed,
a. The back vowels
i. High back round
[u^ is the high back narrow round (hbnr) vowel of German.
It is like the oo in English pool except that there must be no trace of
a diphthongal glide in German. It occurs in the combinations u, uh , ou
(in French words). Examples: u - Uhu [,?u:hu:J, Fusz [fu:sj, zu (tsuxj;
uh - Ruh \ru:}, Uhr [?u:rj; ou - Cour [ku:rj.
[u] is the high back wide round (hbwr) vowel of German. It
is similar to the u in English put, though probably not quite so open as
the latter. It occurs as u, or ou (in some French words). Examples:
u - und L?u"ntJ> Mutter ['mutarj ; ou - Ressource [re'surssj. The broad
system writes these two u * s thus: [u:J, [u], failing, as I have mentioned,
to indicate the change in quality of the short vowel.
ii. Mid back round
[oj is the mid back narrow round (mbnr) vowel. It is like
the first element of the English diphthong in pole. It occurs as o_, 66 ,
oh , and oe, o_i and ow in Low German names. Examples: £ - oben [,?o:ban],
r
tot [to:t)» wo [vo:]; oo - Boot [bo:tJ; oh - hohe [*ho:a], wohl [vo:lJ#
[o] is the mid back wide round (mbwr) vowel. It is about
like the English p_ in obey. It occurs only as £. Examples: of fen
[ofan]
,
von [fonj* Jespersen 1" symbolizes German wide £ by £o] > con-
sidering [oj a low back narrow round vowel. While he is probably cor-
rect, [oj is the symbol ordinarily used to designate the German sound;
Prokosch'', Miss Soames
fe
,
Egan
7
,
Vietor*, and le Ma.itre phone'tique all
employ it. In the case of [o], [o] , the narrow and broad transcrip-
tions are in agreement.
b. The mixed vowels
i. Mid mixed wide
[sj is the German unaccented e_. It should be pronounced
about like the final sound in the English words era, drama. It is a
mid mixed wide (mxw) vowel according to Prokosch 5"; Vietor^ classifies
it merely as mid mixed. Sweet 2 arranges it as mid mixed narrow in Bell'
vowel-table; Jespersen
3
designates the German unaccented vowel as [e'J,
reserving [ej for the English natural vowel. Here again, while the
sounds are probably not precisely the same, usage (on the part of pho-
neticians) justifies the use of [bJ to represent the German sound. [sj
occurs only as e, and whenever e is unaccented. Examples: Gewehr
[g9*ve:rj, gelobt [gd'lotpt], Nebel £*ne:b3lj, gehen Qge:anJ.
ii. Low mixed wide
jespersen, Otto: Lehrbuch der Phonetik
, p. 154
2Same, p. 139 3Same, p. 149
** Prokosch, Eduard: Sounds and History of the German Lantruage rSame, p
^Soames, Laura: Introduction to Phonetics
Egan, Alfred: A German Phonetic Reader
'Viet or, Wilhelm* Kleines Lesebuch in Lautschrift
'vietor, v?ilhelm: German Pronunciation, p. 29

[aj There is some question as to how this vowel should be
classified. Vietor 1 lists it as low back wide. Jespersen 2- considers
that the a sound varies* and Prokosch 3 says that it varies from a back
vowel to a front vowel. I have classified it as low mixed wide (lxw).
The short vowel is slightly farther forv/ard than the long vowel, but one
symbol will suffice for both, the difference between the two being prac-
tically only a difference of quantity. [a:J occurs in the spellings
a, aa, ah, aw (in English shawl), i (in French cji - German p_-a}» Ex-
amples: a - Ader [
,? a:dar] , Rat [rartj, da [da:]; aa - Aas [?a:sj, Paar
j^pa:r]; ah - Ahn
[_
?a:n], Mahl [ma:l] ; aw - Shawl [^a:lj ; i^ - Boudoir
[bu:do'a:rj. [a] occurs in the spellings a, i^ (as above). Examplesi
a - an [/'an], !.fenn [man]; i - Octroi fbktro'a]. The broad system of
transcription uses [a], the narrow system [a], to designate the German
a, which is about like the a in father (long), aha (short),
c. The front vowels
i. High front
[ij is the high front narrow (hfn) vowel. It is like the
English ee_ in feet , but with no diphthongal glide. It occurs as _i, ie ,
ih
,
ieh
, £, e_e (in English words). Examples: i - Igel [,? i:gal], mir
[mi:rj, Gumrai [*gt/mi:]; ie_ - kriegen (jkri:ganj, die [di:J; ih - ihn
Vietor, TCilhelm: Gerran Pronunciation , p. 21
2Jespersen, Otto: Lehrbuch der Phonetik , p. 157
3Proko8Ch, Fduard: Sounds and History of the German Language , p. 41
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ii. High front round
[y] is the high front narrow round (hfnr) vowel. The tongue
is in the position for [i], the lips are rounded, rhere is no correspond-
ing English sound, [yj occurs in u, uh, y_ (in words from the Greek), u
(in French words). Examples: u - uber [,? y:bsr] , fur [fy :r] ; uh - kuhl
[ky.lj; y_ - Asyl [? a*zy:l]; u - Revue [re'vy:J.
[y] is the high front wide round (hfwr) vowel, formed with
the tongue in the [tJ position and the lips rounded. It occurs in u, y_
(in words from the Greek) and u (in words from the French). Examples:
u - uppig [* ? Ypic], Stuck C^trkJ; y_ - Ifyrte ['mYrteJ j u - Budget [bYd'je:]
The broad system uses [y:J [yj to represent the high front round vowels.
iii. Mid front
[ej is the mid front narrow (mfn) vowel. It is about like
the first element in the English diphthong in gate} freight . It is re-
presented in spelling by e, ee , eh and £ (in words from the French).
Examples: e_ - eben [
,? e:ban], wer [ve:rj; ee - Seele ['ze:l93» See [ze:J;
eh - Ehre [
,? e:raj, sehen (jze:enj; £ - Carre [ka're:J.
[i] is the mid front wide (mfw) vowel. Like [a], [t] may be
long or short.
:J is rep resented by a, ahj ai, e_ before £ (in French
words). Examples: a - Xther [* ? £:t3rj, kame ['ketmej; ah - ahnlich
xnlxc,], Zahne ['tsEJnaJ; ai - Palais [pa'lt:J; £ - Dessert [de'se^J.
£e] is represented by e_ and a. Examples: e - Ebbe [,?eba], denn [dcnjj
a - Abte j/'eptaj, kammen [*ktmenj. Jespersen 1 symbolizes the German
mid front wide vowel by j^e], and classifies [ej^as low front narrow,
but phonetic usage seems to justify the classification as I have given
it. The broad system here uses the same symbols as the narrow.
iv. Mid front round
[0j is the mid front narrow round (mfnr) vowel. It has no
Jespersen, Otto: Lehrbuch der Phonetik , p. 144 Same, p. 147

equivalent English sound, but is about like the French eu in peu. It
is formed by pronouncing [ej with the lips rounded. It occurs in the
combinations £, oh; eu, oeu (from the French). Examples: o - Ode
[,? #:de], schSn [J*:nJ; oh - Ohr [? *:rj, Hohle [*h0:laj; eu, oeu -
Queue [k0:], Coeur [k0:rj. Vietor 1 uses [e] for [f~\ 9 which is perhaps
more accurate.
[oe] is the mid front wide round (mfwr) vowel. It is formed
by pronouncing [e] with rounded lips. It occurs only as £. Examples:
Sffnen [^oefnan], M8nch [moenc]. Vietor^" uses [a] to represent [oe] •
Jespersen 3 uses [fcj, but states that in practical phonetics £ce-]is a
sufficiently accurate symbolization. Here, again, the broad and nar-
row systems are in agreement.
d. Diphthongs
There are only three diphthongs in German, [ax], [air], and
£oyJ» The broad system symbolizes them [°.i], [au] ( [?*]'*• Vietor
1
uses
[ai], [au], and [oyj, but states\ "Instead of [ai] , [au], [oy], Qai],
Lav^» [° y] 8X6 ^or ^he most part spoken." Hence, it seems wiser to
symbolize the diphthongs as above, and as the narrow system now does
(see le Maitre phonetique ). The first element of a German diphthong
is stressed, the second element unstressed.
[aij is represented in spelling by ei
,
ai ; ey , ay_ (in pro-
per names). Examples: ejl - Eiche [ ,?aicsj, Teich [tai$], Blei [blar]
;
ai - Rain [rarn] , Mai [maij ; ev_ - Meyer [* maxarj ; ay_ - Bayern t'barsmj .
[axJ is about like the English diphthong in aisle.
[au] is represented in spelling by au. Examples: aus [•'au-sj
Haus [haus], Tau [tauj. It is about like the English diphthong in house
1 Vietor, 7/ilhelm: Kleines Lesebuch in Lautschrift *Same, p. 5, note
3 Jespersen, Otto: Lehrbuch der Phonetik , p. 145
*Egan, Alfred: A German Phonetic Reader

[dyJ is represented in spelling by eu, au, oi (in Low German
words), ieu (in French words). Examples: eu - euch [ ?OY§]» heute [*hoYtB],
Heu [hoy]; au - auszerst [*?0Ysarst] , Mauser [*hoYZ8r]j oi - Boi [boy];
ieu - Lieutnant ['laYtnant]. It is similar to the English oi in oil, toil*
e. Nasalized vowels
The nasalized vowels [a], [i ] , [3], fcipj* occur only in French
words, and should be given their French quality. It is incorrect to pro-
nounce them [arj], [e.i}]» L06 ?!*
C. Synthesis
1. The influence of r_ in composition
English r following a vowel has a tendency to lengthen or
otherwise modify the character of the vowel. This tendency must be guard-
ed against in German, as German r in no way changes a preceding vowel. I
have previously mentioned that vocal £ is to be avoided in German.
2. Assimilation in the ending -en.
There is a tendency in German, in pronouncing the unaccented
ending -en (which occurs very frequently), to drop the e_ entirely. When
this is done, n undergoes certain changes, depending on what consonants
precede. After £ or b_, n becomes m - Rappen [*rapm], haben [*habmj. Af-
ter £, n tends to becomejrj], tragen [Hra:gnJ. After n or n% , 11 may be
indicated merely by a change in pitch - konnen L'koen^ J. Bacon says that
he once heard a professor in the University of Berlin say in a lecture:
"Die Sndung 'en' musz imraer volln Ton habm. M Vietor 2 believes that -en
should be given its full value ((©nj). While usage, especially in con-
versation, may incline toward assimilation of the ending -en, it is bet-
ter for the student of German to give it its full value.
3. Quantity
1 Bacon, Paul V. * A New German Grammar , p. 375, note 1
^Vietor, Wilhelm: German Pronunciation , p. 30
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a* Vowels
German vowels may be long or short. A short vowel is more open
than a long vowel. A vowel at the end of a word is long (except final e -
[s]). Before a single consonant, and before a consonant combination that
can begin a syllable, a vowel is usually long. A vowel is always long
when doubled or when followed by h. A vowel is short when followed by a
doubled consonant, or by two or more consonants which cannot begin a syl-
lable. In some monosyllables a vowel is short before a single consonant,
b. Consonants
Consonants are long when doubled in compound words, but final
consonants after short vowels are short and must not be prolonged.
4. Syllabication
Generally speaking, words are divided about as they are pro-
nounced. Compounds are divided into their component parts; otherwise
a simple consonant sound goes with the following vowel. Of consonant
combinations, the last consonant goes with the following vowel (though
certain combinations are not separated, i.e., 3t )
.
5. Accent
The stem syllable (usually the first) is the accented syllable
in German words, though each syllable (except prefixes and suffixes with
[ d] , which are never accented) has some stress. In foreign words, the
accent is retained as in the original. In compound words, the principal
stress is on the distinguishing member of the compound (usually the first).
6. Intonation
Intonation is much the same in German as in English. Viet or
points out
,
however, that when jja or so. is used to take the place of a
whole sentence, it runs through the whole range of intonation of the
sentence.
^Soaraes, Laura: Introduction to Phonetics , p. 'TO
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D« Phonetic transcriptions
1. Du bist vie eine Blume - Heinrich Heine
du: 'bist vi: 7 am3 *blu:ma,
20: 'halt ?imt 'J*:n ?unt 'ram;
?rc Jav dr<j ' ?ani ?vnt 've:mu:t
Jlaigt mi:r ?ms 'htrts hinain.
mi:r ,?i8t, ?als ?op ? i£ di: 'hcnda
? avfs 'hai/pt di:r le:gan zolt,
bertsnt, das 'got dig ? Er'halta
zo: *rarn ?unt 'jf>:n ?unt 'holt.
2. Heidenroslein L - Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
za: ? ain 'kna:p ?arn *r0:slam jte:n,
'r$:slarn ? auf de:r 'haidan,
va:r zo: 'jug ? unt 'morgsn^rn,
li:f ?e:r '^ntl, ? £s *na: tsu: ze:n,
za:s mrt fi:lan 'frordan.
'r0:slam, *r0:slazn, 'r0:slam ro:t,
' r0:slam ?auf de:r 'harden,
'knaiba jpra:x : „ ? i g 'brega drg,
*r^:slam ?avf de:r 'hai-danl"
'r^xslacn jpra:x :
„
? ic *^tfc§a dig,
das du: ,?e:vic dtqkst ?an mig,
?inrt ? ic vtls met * laidan."
'r0:slain, 'r0:slam, *r*:slam ro:t,
'r^:slarn ? avf de:r 'haidsn.
?irnt de:r vtlda *kna:ba bra:x
'sr0:slarn ?avf de :r 'haidanj
Following the German as found in Bacon's New German Grammar > pp. 17, 18
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'r0:slam 've:rta zxc 7vnt 'jta:x,
'half ? i:m dox kain 've: ?vnt ' ?a:x,
must 7 la ?e:ban 'laxdan.
'r^:slaxn, 'r0:slaxn, *r0:slaxn ro:t,
'r<:slarn ?avf de:r 'haidsn.
3. Erlkonig 1 - Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
ve:r rax tat zo: •
J
pert dvrg 'naxt ?unt 'vint?
?es ?Ist de:r * fa:tar mtt zainam 'krnt;
?e:r hat de:n 'kna:ban vo:l ?m de:m ' ?arm>
?e:r fast ?i:n ' ztcar, ?e:r htlt ?i:n 'varm.
main 'zo:n, vas bxr^st du: zo : 'bag dam ga* zxct?
'zi:st» fa:tar, du: de:n '?Erlk0:nxc nxct ?
de:n rlank^ :nic. mrt 'kro:n ?unt '(vanf? -
main 'zo:n, ?te ?ist ?ain 'ne :bal|tralf . -
iidu: li:bsg 'kxnt, 'kom, 'ge: mrt mi:rl
ga:r J^:na '|pi:le Jpi:l ?lc mtt di:r;
mang bunta 'bluxm&n zrnt ?an de:m 'Jtrant
;
mama 'mirtar hat man^ girldan ga'vant."
main 'fa:tar, marn 'fa:tsr, ?unt h^xrast du: 'met,
vas ,? e rlank0 :nic mi:r laiza far'^prxct? -
zax 'ru:i^, blaiba 'ru:ic, main kxnt;
?xn drran 'blttarn zovzalt de:r 'vrnt.
,,'vilst, faxnar 'knaxba, du: mxt mi:r 'ge:n?
maxna 'toect-ar zolen drc vartan
'JV !n >
maxna 'toactar fy:ran de:n nectlican 'rain,
?unt 'vi:gen ?irnt 'tantsan 7vnt 'zinan die ,?arn. M
^Following the German as found in Bacon's New German Grammar , p. 69
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mam * farter, mam 'fa:tar, ?unt zi:st du: met 'dort
? Erlk0:ni$s 'toectar ?am drstsran ,?ort? -
matn *zo:n, main ' zo:n, ?ic ze: ?£s ge'nav,
?Es '^amsn di: ?altsn 'vaxdsn zo: grau.
„
?ic *li:ba die, mic 'raitst daxna^:na ga'Jtalt;
^i/nt bist du: nic/t 'vrli^, zo: bravx ?ig ga'valt."
main 'fa:tar, mam Tartar, jetst fast ? e:r mtc ' ? anl
'^£rlk^:nic hat mi:r ?axn 'laxts gatant -
de:m 'fartar grau-zsts, ?e:r rait at ge'jvint,
^r helt ?in de:m '^arman das ^fctssnda *kxnt,
•^'raxgt de:n ho:f mit 'my:e ''unt 'no:t;
''in zamdn * ?arman das kint va:r - 'to:t.
1
4. Selections from Goethe's Faust
a. Gret chens Stube
Sretchen (am Spinnrade allein)
mains ru: ''let 'hm,
mam herts ?ist 'Jve:r;
find a zi: 'nimsr
?unt 'nimarme:r.
vo: ^ic 'lsn 'm^t hap
''ist mi:r das 'gra:p,
di: gantss 'velt
^ist mi:r far'gtlt.
mam ?armar *kopf
''ist mi:r fsr'rrkt,
main ? armsr 'zxn
?ist rai:r tsar'Jtykt.
^Following the German as found in Goethe's Faust , Julius Goebel, ed. Holt. P. 173

mama ru: fjst 'hm,
nam herts ?ist 'Jve:r,
fmda zi: 'nimar
?lrnt 'nimarmeir.
na:x •'izra 'nu:r ja.v ?l
t svm fmstar hrnairs,
na:x ?ism *nu:r ge: ?i
'aus de :m haus
•
zam ho:ar 'gag,
zaina ?e :d]3 gs*|talt
,
zamaa mvndss ' legaln,
zaxnar ? avgan g 9' rait,
?unt zamar re:de
't saubarflvs,
zam 'hcndadrvk,
?unt >a:x, zam 'kirsl
mama ru: ?ist 'hm,
mam herts <2st 'jVe:r,
finds zi: 'nimar
?unt ' nrmarme :r
.
mam *bu:zan drtnkt
zi£ na:x ?i:m *hrn,
?ax drrft ' fasan
?imt 'haltan ?i:n,
?l/nt *krs3n ?i sn
zo: vi: *I£ 'volt,
''an zarnan 'kvsan
far*ge:an zaltl
rr
b. Marthens Garten
Margaret e Faust
}!argarete
far'jpri^ mi»r, 'hainrigl
Faust
vas ?i£ 'kanl
Margarete
nun 'za:x, vi: hast du:s nut de:r re:li: 'gjo:n!
du: bxst ?am 'hertslxg gu:tar man,
''a'lam ?ig glavp, du: htltst nx§t ' fi:l dafon.
Faust
'las das, main ' krntl du: fy:lst, ?i£ bin di:r * gu:t
fy:r maxna 'li:ban li:s ?i§ 'larp ?unt *blu:t,
vil 'ni:mant zatn ga*fy:l ?unt zaina 'kxrpa ravban.
Margarete
' das ?ist nt^t 'rt^t, man mus dran ' glaubanl
Faust
•mus man?
Margarete
?a:xl ven ?i£ '''etvas ?auf 'dig koental
du: ?e:rst ?avx mgt di: harlgan za:kra:'mcnta.
Faust
•''ig ?e:ra zi:.
Margarete
dox ?o:n far'lanan.
tsur 'mess, tsor 'baxgta bist du: ' laga nx^t gagarjan.
glaxrpst du : 7an ' gat T
Faust
main 'li:p£8n, 've:r darf za:
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?i<j glaup ?an 'got?
maxst * pri:star ?o:dBr ' vaiza fra:gan,
ftmt ?i:ra '^antvort jaxnt nu:r Jpot
?ysX>$r de:n 'fra:gar tsu: zaxn.
I/argarete
zo: glaupst du: 'met?
Faust
mxs'h^:r 11115 ' nict, du: holdas '^angdzictl
've:r darf *i*n ntnan?
?unt • ve:r bakenan:
^to 'glaup ^ixn!
*ve:r ^empfmdan
^imt Z15 ^untarvmdan
tsu: 'za:gan: glavp 7 i:n 'met!
de:r ?al?um' fasar,
de:r ? al^fcr 'haltar,
•fast ?unt ?tr'h€lt ?e:r 'met
'dig, 'mi^, zig 'zelpst?
voelpt zx^ de:r 'hxraal nxct da: 'dro:ban?
li:gt di: '^erda nict hi:r '*Vntdn fest!
?urrt Jt aigen, framtli^ blxkent,
?e:viga '^ttrna nxct har'auf?
jau met ?aux ?in ?avga *di:r»
'Vnt dr^nkt met '?alBs
na:x 'haupt ?vnt 'hfrtsen 'di:r,
*vnt ve:pt 7m ?e:vig3ra ga'haxmnrs
?unzictbar 'zr^tbar ne:b9n di:r?
?£r'fyl dafon daxn *he.rts, zo: gro:s 7es ?ist
,
?imt ven du: gants ?jn de:m gs*fy:l6 ze:lx£ bist
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run ?ts dan, vi: du: 'vilst,
nens 'glrkl 'herts*. *li:bdl 'got!
'''ig haiba kainan 'na:man
da:fy:r*. ge' fy:l ?i3t ,?alas;
'na:mo ''xst *Jal ?unt *ravx,
*\/mne :belnt 'himalsglurt
.
Margarets
das ? ist '''ales rect
'J^:n ^vnt ' gu:t;
•ungefer za:xt das de:r 'pfarsr ? avx,
:r mrt ?am brsjjan ?andern ' vortan.
Faust
nu
:
?
E s za:gans ,? alar 'ortan
*?ala hertdan ?imtar de:m hiralrjan 'ta:ga,
'je:das ?m zamar •J'praxxa;
va:rtnn met de:r 'maxnen?
5. Ein' feste Burg ist unser Gott^ - Martin Luther
?arn fcsta *bu:rg ''ist ^vnzar get,
'am gu:te 've:r ''-vnt ' vafen.
''err hilft ?uns frai 'avs ?alar *no:t,
di: ?uns jttst hat betrofanl
de:r ?alt
,
b^:za ' farnt,
mit '^ernst ''errs jgtst matnt,
gro:s 'maxt •'unt fi:l 'lrst
zain gravza:ra 'rystvrj r lst,
7auf '^trt ? ist nrct zamsglai59n.
mit ^irnzrar *maxt ?ist * nicts get an;
vi:r zxnt ga:r bait fer'lo:rsn.
Following the German as found in Hewett*s German Reader , '/.acraillan, p. 93
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?£s jtrartt fy:r 'irns de:r ' regie man
de:n got hat ' zelpst ?erko:ran.
fra:xst du:, ve:r *de:r 7ist?
''etr harst 'je:zu:s 'krxst,
de:r her 'tse:ba:o:t,
?imt 7 ist kain ' 7andrar 'got;
das felt mus ' 7 e:r behaltan.
?unt ven di: velt ' fol torfal ve.:r,
•irnt volt 7vns ga:r fer*^lrijan,
zo: frrctsn vi:r ?uns 'met zo: ze:r;
7£s zol 7vns 'dox galiijan.
de:r fyrst 'di:zsr velt,
vi: * zavar ?e:r zip jtelt,
tu:t ?e :r 'Vns dox 'nicti
das maxt, ?e:r 7ist ga'rxcttj
''am 'voertlaxn kan 7i:n felen.
das 'vort zi: zolan lasan *jta:n
?unt karnn *daqk dartsu: ha:banl
•^etr 7ist bai Arns vo:l 7auf de:m *pla:n,
mit zainam 'gaist 'Vnt 'ga:bon.
ne:man zi: de:n ' laip,
*gu:t, '?e:r, 'kint ?unt Warp:
la:s fa:ran da:*htnl
zi: hatbsns kain ga'vui;
das 'raig mus ?uns dox blatban.
6. Selections from the Bible
a* Psalm 23
de:r gu:te 'hxrte
^See bibliography for description of the Bible from which this is taken.
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1. de:r 'her ist main 'hxrta; mi:r virt 'mcts magaln.
2. ?9tr 'vurdat 11119 ?auf ?ainsr gry:nan '?a.v£> ?unt 'fy:rst 11119 tsvm
frr^an 'vasar.
3. ?o:r ?er»kvxkat mains 'ze:ldj ?e:r 'fy:rat 11115 ?auf ^tsr '|tra-
83 ^um zarnas 'na:mans vxlan.
4. ?vnt ?op ?i£ £o:n 'vandarta ?im fmstarn *ta:l, 'fyrgte kain ,?un-
glyk; den 'du: bist bar mi:r, dam 'jtekan ?imt '|ta:p 'troestan mr^.
5. du: bs'rartsst for mi:r ? axnan 'txC ''im '''angazxgt mamar 'faxnda.
du: * zalbast mam 'havpt mtt ,?^:1 ?unt |fnkast mi:r fol ' ?am.
6. ' gu:tas ?i/nt barm'hertsx^kaxt vgrden mi:r 'folgsn marn 'le:ban 'lag,
?unt vcrde 'blaiban ^im hauza des 'hern 7Tmerda:r.
b. Proverbs 3. 13 - 18
'vert de:r 'vaxzhart
13. vo:l de:m 'nunjsn, de:r 'varzhait fxndat, ?imt de:m 'mtn^an, de:r
far'^tant be'komtl
14. dtn ?£s ?xst 'bfsar, zi: tsu: ^Cr'verben, ^als 'zilber; ?imt 7i:r
?
£ r *tra:x 7ist 'besar ?als 'golt.
15. zi: ? xst *^e:dj.ar den 'perlen; ?unt ,?alas, vas du: 'vYnjan maxst,
'rst ^i:r ni^t tsu: far'glax^an.
16. lanes ' le:ban ?ist tsu: ? iirar 'regtan hant ; tsu: ? i*rsr 'lxnkan
?ist 'rai^tum ^xrnt '?e:ra.
17. ?i:re 've:ga zint *li:plr^a ve:ga, ?vnt 7ala ?i:re *jtaxg9 zxnt 'fri:da.
18. zi: ?ist ?ain baum des 'le:bens ,7alan, di: zi: ?fr'graifan: ?vnt
'ze:lic zxnt, di: zi: 'halts n.

III. Summary
I began this study with a brief history of the German language.
I noted that German belongs to the Indo-European group of languages , and
that it is a synthetic language - the word-forms of High German with the
speech-sounds of Low German. I traced High German through its periods of
development down to the German of to-day* and mantioned that the most
standard German is, generally speaking, the German of the stage.
I next defined phonetics, considered its values, and mentioned
briefly a few wminent phoneticians. After a discussion of the phonetic
alphabet which I should employ, I passed on to a study of phonetics
proper.
I was first concerned with the organs of speech. I discussed
the lungs, the throat, and the mouth and nasal cavities, in their rela-
tion to speech. I was then ready for the analysis of German sounds,
which I began with a study of the consonants. Of these, I studied first
the stops, then the nasal, lateral and rolled consonants, and finally the
fricatives, proceeding in each case from those formed at the back of the
mouth to those formed at the front. Following the analysis of the con-
sonants, I passed on to the vowels, considering first the back vowels,
then the raid vowels, and finally the front vowels. After the simple
vowel sounds, I took under consideration the diphthongs and nasalized
vowels.
Under synthesis, I considered briefly the influence of r in
composition, the assimilation of the ending -en, quantity of vowels and
consonants, syllabication, accent, and intonation.
Following the brief synthesis, I undertook to transcribe
phonetically a few German poems, selections from Faust , and selections
from the Bible. With these transcriptions, this summary, and a biblio-
graphy, this study is concluded.
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